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President’s Message
It’s that time again, so soon. Autumn leaves, the chill
in the air, the last of the birds feeding, the fish
blitzing and then the quiet begins, along with wishing
for another day to, hopefully, feel the tug one more
time.
As I start cleaning and packing up my rods and reels,
an old song begins to fill my head. Where have all the
fishes gone? Long time passing. Where have all the
fishes gone? Long time ago…. Then I start think that
maybe, just maybe, I’ll put on the necessary layers,
pack up all my equipment, brave the cold, to go
hunting for the big stripers. As I read, they might be
found foraging throughout river watersheds which
harbor herring runs with low-light and nights when
these fish are most active.
We have been working very hard in lining up speakers
that should pique your interest and provide you, old
guys included, with some previous unknown
knowledge and perspectives. We always look to get
the best speakers possible and we try to have their
presentations be, variously, stimulating, fun &
entertaining, and technical or educational. I hope to
see all of you at these presentations.

NOT TOOO DIFFERENT AFTER ALL THESE YEARS…
From May 1930 The Saturday Evening Post Magazine

NEXT MEETING:

Tuesday November 27, 2018
South Foxboro Community Center
382 South St. Foxboro, MA 02035
Time: 630pm to 9pm

Speakers for our upcoming meetings are detailed on
Page 2.
Please pass the word on to anyone you know that
would be interested in attending. Also, if you know of
anyone that you would like to hear or would be
interested in presenting at one of our meetings,
please let me or one of the board members know.
These can be guides, well-traveled fishermen, fly
tiers, or writers.
Any great fishing photos or stories this summer? Share
them with us, we all love them tall tails and tales,
send them to Steve Dewar so he can post them on the
web site.
A very important reminder: this year is the Club’s 25th
Anniversary. We are planning a special meeting on
Feb. 26th to celebrate this milestone. Mark this date
down. If you know old or new members, who haven’t
been involved in a while, let them know.

Meeting Speaker
Cynthia Harkness
Fly-Fishing Mgr—Orvis Dedham

We are always looking for ideas and new members. Invite
someone you know or don’t know, who might be interested
in fly fishing, to a meeting. At the meetings voice your
opinions, we need your input, this is your club. Even if you
cannot make the meetings, we are very interested in
hearing your thoughts and ideas as well.
Tight lines! Looking forward to seeing you and meeting new
members.

Ed
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The Bulletin Board
Crossroads Speaker Series
November 27th
Cynthia Harkness, who has been angling since she could walk,
most recently the Fly-Fishing Manager at Orvis Dedham; will be
speaking on "A woman's perspective of the fly-fishing
experience".
TO ALL: Consider inviting your wives or friends—they might end up
giving ya future extra day/night fishing ‘passes…’
December 18th
Ken Elmer, Western MA Fly Tier and Guide, will be presenting
on Central/Western Ma rivers and will do a fly-tying demo
beforehand.
January 22nd
Peter Jenkins, The Saltwater Edge, will be presenting on
Tactics on Fishing the Flats, Bonefish or Stripers.
March 26th
TBD---Any member suggestions would be much appreciated!
April 23rd
TBD--- Same applies for this date!!
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End of The Season
by John C. McCall October 29, 2018

The autumn striped bass run comes on like an insatiable mistress, and then
quite suddenly, the season ends
The autumn striped bass run comes on like an insatiable mistress, demanding all an angler’s
time and money, putting a strain on his marriage, derailing domestic obligations, alienating the
fisherman from the family. Saltwater temperatures keep falling and induce the now-or-never
anxiety that makes you take up the rod one last time.
And then, quite suddenly, the season ends.
It ends at the moment when a fisherman is threading monofilament through the last guide at the
rod tip and, by memory, ties the serial loops of an improved clinch knot. Whereas in summer he
avoided the heat, now it is a pleasure to stand with the warmth of the sun on his back, and an
added pleasure to be sheltered from the wind by a group of laurel bushes and cedar trees.
A diehard chicken-neck crabber stands frozen on the bank of Elder’s Creek, his arm extended
over the salt creek, his box trap suspended at that precise instant when it is about to slap against
the olive-green surface of the chill water, the four side panels of the cage already dropping as the
taut draw lines holding them up go slack. The man is an optimist casting into water that is very
likely too cool for crabs.
The clammer with his thighs braced against the gunwale of his Carolina skiff is lifting his longhandled clam rake, watching the water pearls piddle from it as the aureoles of their splashes
spread on the surface of the bay water.
Cast from the bank of another mid-Atlantic saltwater creek, a flashing tin spoon is in midwobble on its way to the bottom, and a great, green, big-bellied cow of a striped bass is about to
strike, its jaws opened expectantly behind the sparkling lure—but it does not take. Instead, the
fish cruises inches above the dark mud bottom, following the abrupt mechanical jerk of the
spoon as it rises and falls against the more languid undulations of the sea weeds, and then
ignores it altogether.
A solitary back-bay fly-fisherman feels the undeniable desire to stop casting and observe the
wash of autumn sunlight fanning over the expanse of salt marsh that has aged to a golden-green
flecked with dying red flowers and browning vegetation. He looks out at the salt meadows, the
distant reds and yellows of the grasses, the pale greens of the deciduous trees of the lowland
woods marking the high ground, and he feels, oddly, as if the whole tableau is vanishing quietly
and leaving him behind.
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Focusing on the meadow closer to where he stands, concentrating on a cedar tree standing in the
middle distance, the fisherman sees a single long-necked snowy egret landing, its wings spread
to the failing sun in a posture of crucifixion. The tall brown feathery reeds along the banks
remain bent slightly east by the west wind as though turning their backs to the sun.
There is a crispness in the air, as if autumn has been blown clean, and a chill makes the air seem
emptier and all the fauna more distinct. The fisherman is forced to look overhead by the honking
of migrating geese heading off before the coming cold in their chevron flight toward the
Delaware River and parts south. The clouds are turning deep purple, surreal, and the landscape
is reminiscent of early 18th century paintings that made the American wilderness look Edenic.
Gradually, the fisherman realizes that everything is gone like drifting smoke, and he feels as if
he is instead in a recollected dream of fishing.
Surf fishermen feel the chill of the water penetrating the skin of their rubber boots and waders,
the cold stiffening their wet fingers, a discomfort bordering on pain. The waves break at their
knees. There are no birds working, no bathers bathing, and the red, white and blue lifeguard
stands that marked the protected beaches during the summer months are all gone. The
fishermen, more or less, have the beaches to themselves, and there are very few boats on the
water. Most of the outboards have been fogged by now, the gas tanks winterized with Sta-bil,
the bottoms steam-cleaned, and the cushions and life jackets stored in the shed. The surfcasters
know that when they get back home, the first drink will likely be warming whiskey and not
thirst-quenching beer.
Both the fisherman alone on the mudbanks and the clammer in his boat feel a creeping sense of
longing for the fishing they will not do any more this year, mitigated by a sense of relief at not
having to do it now. Watermen throughout the mid-Atlantic feel the kind of closure that a farmer
might feel after the crop is in.
Anglers breathe out, relax. Later, the way the farmer tends to his idle equipment, the fisherman
will tend to his salted gear. Facing the oncoming winter freeze, both farmer and fisherman look
ahead to the spring thaw.
Now, it seems, there is a void to fill: all sorts of concerns want in. The immediate future is
vacant and tomorrow a vacuum with respect to the sport. What will you do to fill the temporal
emptiness that opens before you like an expanse of open water. If you’re not careful, you may
find yourself thinking about joining a gym, jogging, or even golf.
Tomorrow, you will awaken with a certain reluctance, thinking there’s nothing to do but those
odd jobs to which impending winter adds importance, draining the outdoor shower pipes,
putting in storm windows, all the anticipatory chores that fall under the general heading of
“battening down.” The soles of your bare feet will register the chill of the cool oak floor.
Downstairs, the coffee will have a more welcome smell and a taste you want to linger over. To
the northeast, the skies darken, and you will think not of rain, but of snow. You will wonder
when the robins might return.
Courtesy of On The Water Magazine
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Courtesy of Armand’s Archives-------------
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TO ALL MEMBERS
This is the Club’s 25th Year!!
It would be great to have any old info:
handouts, articles, pictures that could
be included in a future special
publication

My favorite outdoor writer was Joe
Brooks. As a kid into my early years for fly
fishing he was my hero. He taught Lefty
Kreh about fly fishing. In 1950, he was
lucky enough to fish Argentina and Chile
for large trout and landlock salmon. A
bucktail he used for large fish was the Joe
Brooks Blonde Series.
Here’s the recipe for an Argentina Blonde
and Platinum Blonde (still works today for
Striped Bass and Bluefish):
PLATINUM BLONDE
Thread: Black or White
Hook: Daiichi 2546 size 2/0
Tail: White Bucktail
Body: Bill’s pearl bodi Braid
Wing: White Bucktail

ARGENTINA BLONDE
Thread: Strong black or white thread
Hook: Daichi model 2546, size 2/0
Tail: White Bucktail
Body: Bill’s Bodi Braid Pearl (Original tied with large flat
silver tinsel)
Wing: Blue Buckatil
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Courtesy of Our Prez: Ed Rosenbloom

“Fine Lines”

Current and quotable:
"The Essentials of a Good Fly-Hook: The temper
of an angel and the penetration of a prophet; fine
enough to be invisible and strong enough to kill a
bull in a ten-acre field ” – G.S. Marryatt
"Listen to the sound of the river and you will get a
trout.”- Irish Proverb
"There is no greater fan of fly-fishing than the
worm.” – Patrick F. McManus

This is our monthly newsletter for the 2018-2019 season. Hope Everyone’s having a Great Fall!
Time now to gather together and discuss what we like to do best: Flyfish! See you at the
Monthly Meetings.
Editor

